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The Tragedy of NaTure: The SuNSeT aNd The 
deSTrucTioN of MeTaphor iN The WriTiNgS of 
MallarMé aNd derrida 
Barnaby Norman

in his 1971 essay ‘la Mythologie blanche’1, translated by alan Bass as ‘White Mythology’2, derrida focuses on 
the metaphorics of  illumination in the philosophical tradition, articulating the “solar system” of  metaphysical 
conceptuality3. The essay is concerned with the concept of  metaphor as it has been determined by this tradition 
for which the light of  the sun has provided the natural element of  thought. derrida argues that the sun has 
constituted a natural centre or ground of  proper meaning which has assured the stability of  the opposition of  
the proper and the metaphoric, he then seeks to undermine this opposition by showing that this most “natural 
referent” is itself  already “metaphorical”. in the course of  this analysis derrida destabilises the metaphysical 
concept of  metaphor through a deconstructive procedure which “explode[s] the reassuring opposition of  the 
metaphoric and the proper”4, releasing the concept from the constraints of  the system in which it is inscribed 
and re-inscribing it in a general economy of  metaphorics.5 

The above is a sketch of  one of  the two possible “self-destructions” of  metaphor considered by derrida at the 
end of  his essay. This “self-destruction” implies the opening of  the text of  dissemination as metaphor is cut 
loose from a proper ground. There is, however, another self-destruction which constitutes the metaphysical end of  
metaphor. This self-destruction “...follows the line of  a resistance to the dissemination of  the metaphorical...”, 
it is “...the metaphysical relève  of  metaphor in the proper meaning of  Being”6. This destruction would be 
the achievement of  the metaphysical project in parousia. here the detour of  metaphor would culminate with 
metaphor “rediscovering the origin of  its truth”7. it is this trajectory of  metaphor which, derrida argues, 
has “marked... the man of  metaphysics”8. in this doubled ending we can read the Nietzschean/heideggarian 
inflection of  the derridean text. on the one hand, there is metaphor as it is conceived and considered within 
the horizon of  metaphysics and, on the other, there is metaphor as it breaks with this same horizon. 

in derrida’s essay the two ends of  metaphor are coordinated with two readings of  the sunset. The end 
characterised as philosophical corresponds to the hegelian moment. This is articulated in derrida’s text. in a 
footnote at the end of  ‘White Mythology’ derrida quotes hegel’s Lectures on the history of  Philosophy: 
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... by the close of  day man has erected a building constructed from his own inner Sun, and when in 
the evening he contemplates this, he esteems it more highly than the original external Sun. for now 
he stands in a conscious relation to his Spirit, and therefore free relation. if  we hold this image fast in 
mind, we shall find it symbolising the course of  history, the great day’s work of  Spirit. 

The history of  the World travels from east to West, for europe is absolutely at the end of  history, 
asia the beginning... here rises the outward physical Sun, and in the West it sinks down: here 
consentaneously rises the Sun of  self-consciousness, which diffuses a nobler brilliance9. 

This famous quotation is echoed in hegel’s equally famous statement in the preface to the Elements of  the 
Philosophy of  Right where he says that “...the owl of  Minerva begins its flight only with the onset of  dusk”.10 hegel 
interpreted world history as the teleological unfolding of  reason. Situated at the apotheosis of  this development 
he considered his own speculative system to be the final accomplishment of  philosophy. The passage to this 
achievement takes place in the twilight of  world history and the setting sun is the interiorisation of  this sun 
in absolute Knowledge. The history of  philosophy would culminate in the speculative assumption of  the 
transcendence of  the platonic eidos in the absolute of  the hegelian Idea. 

The philosophical end of  metaphor is therefore “...not interpreted as a death or dislocation, but as an 
interiorising anamnesis (Erinnerung), a recollection of  meaning, a réleve of  living metaphoricity into a living state 
of  properness”11. 

The other sunset, or the passage to the other night12 is in profound complicity with this first, philosophical, dusk. 
derrida says that it “...resembles the philosophical one to the point of  being taken for it”13. This other self-destruction 
takes off  from the first, it is in “traversing and doubling the first self-destruction” that the other “passes through a 
supplement of  syntactic resistance”14. it is this “supplement of  syntactic resistance” which displaces the closure 
of  metaphysics, which endlessly “opens its circle”. earlier in the essay, derrida analysed the classical conception 
of  metaphor as it was written into the text of  philosophy in aristotle. in this analysis he highlighted that the 
concept of  metaphor tended to exclude from its field what he refers to as articulations. Metaphor operates as the 
transfer of  semantic plenitudes and so reduces or excludes syntactic features of  language. Modern linguistics 
has, however, made derrida deeply suspicious of  the notion of  a semantic plenitude; the meaning of  a lexeme 
is not a property of  the lexeme itself  but is constituted through the differential play of  the entire field. The 
syntactic is no longer reduced to a role of  articulating discrete units of  constituted meaning but is brought 
forward as a constitutive factor in the generation of  meaning. This syntactic excess is a “...properly unnameable 
articulation that is irreducible to the semantic relève or to dialectical interiorisation”15, as such it refuses or 
displaces the closure of  metaphysics as it destroys or displaces the metaphysical concept of  metaphor.

What interests me here is that this other self-destruction of  metaphor comes to be thought as a doubling of  the 
first. The two sunsets are not separate occurrences; they belong to the same movement. at the very end of  
‘White Mythology’, derrida mentions Bataille as a “metonymic abbreviation” for the other end. This reference 
draws derrida’s earlier essay, ‘from restricted to general economy: a hegelianism without reserve’ into the 
immediate context of  his discussion of  metaphor. in this essay Bataille’s “sovereign operation” is understood to 
transgress the hegelian closure of  metaphysics only because he ‘simulates’ the closure of  absolute Knowledge:

Sovereignty transgresses the entirety of  the history of  meaning and the entirety of  the meaning 
of  history, and the project of  knowledge which has always obscurely welded these two together. 
unknowledge is, then, superhistorical, but only because it takes its responsibilities from the completion 
of  history and from the closure of  absolute knowledge, having first taken them seriously and having 
then betrayed them by exceeding them or by simulating them in play.16

This earlier essay is very useful for understanding what derrida is up to in ‘White Mythology’. he is following 
the trace of  a destabilising movement which overtakes metaphysics at its own limit. it is for this reason that the 
sunset plays a remarkably complex role in ‘White Mythology’. it operates on two levels of  economy at once, 
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or operates the passage between two economies, closing the restricted economy of  metaphysics and opening the 
general economy of  dissemination. The argument that i would like to put forward in this essay is that this 
reading of  the sunset is rooted in a body of  work which is barely mentioned in ‘White Mythology’ but which 
discretely organises the work. 

‘White Mythology’ was first published in Poetique 5 in 1971. The previous year derrida had published two 
essays in Tel Quel which constitute his most sustained engagement with the writings of  Stèphane Mallarmé. in 
the second of  these two essays, which together make up ‘The double Session’17, in a famous line of  argument 
which challenges the ‘thematic’ criticism of  J. p. richard’s L’Univers imaginaire de Mallarmé, derrida uses language 
which is strikingly similar to that used in ‘White Mythology’:

The syntax of  its folds [the hymen] makes it impossible for us to arrest its play or its indecision, to fix 
it on any one of  its terms, to stop, for example, as richard has done, on the mental or the imaginary. 
Such a stopping of  the works subsume “mimique” within a philosophical or critical (platonico-
hegelian) interpretation of  mimesis. it would be incapable of  accounting for that excess of  syntax 
over meaning (doubled by the excess of  the “entre” over the opposition syntactic/semantic); that is for 
the remarking of  textuality.18

i would like to propose, therefore, that despite the scant reference to Mallarmé in ‘White Mythology’19, his 
writings are in fact the most important resource for derrida’s deconstruction of  the metaphysical concept of  
metaphor. in order to argue this point it will first be necessary to demonstrate why Mallarmé’s poetic work 
brings us to the limit at which metaphor oversteps its metaphysical conception. This will be done through a 
brief  look at Mallarmé’s aesthetics as they develop across the crisis inaugurated in the writing of  the Scéne of  
Hérodiade.  a second line of  argument will acknowledge the increased critical attention paid to the motif  of  the 
sunset in his work, the most important study in this area being Bertrand Marchal’s 1988 book La Religion de 
Mallarmé, and then go on to look at how derrida reads Mallarmé’s text as the scene of  a crisis for criticism and 
for rhetoric.  at the end of  the essay i will return to derrida’s specific reading of  the sunset in the crucial passage 
of  ‘White Mythology’ where the aristotelian inscription of  metaphor as a philosophical concept is radically 
challenged. it is perhaps fitting given the enigmatic nature of  the sun which “can always not be present in act or 
in person” that this essay is dealing with a reference which does not show itself  as such but which is elliptically 
evoked; the glimmer of  a distant star which is invisible to a direct gaze or the barely visible scintillation of  a 
diamond buried in the face of  a rock. 

parT i: MallarMé’S aeSTheTicS

in the introduction it was noted that the sunset plays a complicated role in derrida’s argument, being at the 
same time the closure of  the restricted economy of  metaphysics and the opening of  the general economy of  
dissemination. it was then suggested that in order to account for this double role it would be necessary to take 
a closer look at Mallarmé’s aesthetics. Why is this the case?

in his reading of  Bataille in ‘from a restricted to a general economy: a hegelianism without reserve’ derrida 
is at pains to emphasise that in order for Bataille to disrupt the hegelian system it was necessary for him to 
take hegel seriously, to take absolute Knowledge seriously. it was necessary for Bataille to accompany hegel 
to the end of  the system in order that he affirm that excess which cannot be incorporated into the system and 
which therefore disrupts its closure. derrida’s strategy when reading Mallarmé is different; he indicates textual 
evidence in Mallarmé’s writings, highlighting the re-mark of  a syntax which is irreducible to any “semantic relève 
or dialectical interiorisation”. My interest in this section is in what is already assumed by derrida’s reading. 
how is it that Mallarmé’s work comes to be marked by this syntactic excess? This essay is concerned with the 
passage to a general economy of  metaphorics; Mallarmé’s writings have been identified as playing a crucial 
role. My argument is that if  Mallarmé’s text is able to play this role, if  derrida’s reading is possible, then this 
is because Mallarmé’s text, like Bataille’s, is situated at the extreme limit of  metaphysical thought. Since it is 
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hegel who inscribed reason in history and then his own work at the end of  that developmental process, i suggest 
that Mallarmé’s hegelianism20 is not simply one aspect of  his work, but is something that should be taken very 
seriously. What follows is therefore a redeployment of  derrida’s argumentation in his essay on Bataille in the 
specific sphere of  Mallarméan aesthetics.

it will not be possible in the space of  this essay to do more than indicate the broad strokes of  Mallarmé’s 
hegelianism which, in order to be fully demonstrated, would require a lengthier articulation of  his writings 
with hegel’s Aesthetics. in this section of  the essay it will be sufficient to point out that Mallarmé’s Oeuvre as he 
began to conceive it across his work on Hérodiade is not, as an initial consideration might suggest, excluded by 
hegel’s text, but strangely mandated. This amounts to a reconsideration of  Mallarmé’s Livre which will allow us 
to account for its ‘irreducible’ position of  passage between the restricted and the general economy. 

Mallarmé’s use of  hegelian vocabulary in Igitur21 has always seemed a little enigmatic. Surely, in thinking that 
a work of  art could achieve the absolute he has mistaken himself  for a philosopher. of  course the artwork 
belongs to one of  the three spheres of  the absolute but he must know that it is no longer up to the spiritual task 
of  the age, that it has been superseded by the work of  philosophy and is “a thing of  the past”22. The artwork has 
no right and no business here; it is the owl of  Minerva that takes flight at dusk and the artist should retire from his 
spiritual task. There seems to be a conflict here between hegel and Mallarmé. This conflict has tended to make 
Mallarmé’s hegelianism something of  a mystery; it has made Mallarmé appear as someone who has taken on 
board a certain vocabulary but is wilfully misapplying it, the question arises ‘to what ends?’ and this only serves 
to make his Oeuvre even more enigmatic. The enigma, however, begins to evaporate if  we pay attention to a 
curious subtlety of  hegel’s text which has always gone unremarked in Mallarmé commentary. 

hegel’s Aesthetics runs through the history of  art arguing that the spiritual development of  the artwork increases 
in step with world history. from the Symbolic stage, the threshold of  art, we pass to the classical stage, the 
stage best suited to the sensuous manifestation of  Spirit in the anthropomorphic sculpture of  ancient greece. 
The classical ideal is interrupted by the christian revelation and we pass to the romantic stage in which the 
sensuous medium becomes increasingly unsuitable for the increasing spiritual development of  the christian 
subject. The artwork is no longer adequate to the content it manifests and the romantic stage is “...the self-
transcendence of  art but within its own sphere and in the form of  art itself ”23. No longer up to its spiritual task 
the artwork breaks down, it is at this stage that the higher spheres of  religion and philosophy can accommodate 
the spiritual content which is too much for the sensuous medium of  the artwork. The artwork withdraws and is 
considered to be a “thing of  the past”. 

if  we remain at this level of  hegel’s interpretation, that is to say his introductory comments, then certainly 
there is no access from here to Mallarmé’s absolute. his evocation of  an absolute achieved in Igitur would be 
incomprehensible in hegelian terms. if  we go further into hegel’s lectures, however, the conflict is dissolved and 
Mallarmé’s absolute is no longer an aberration but is mandated, even called for by the hegelian text. 

The romantic stage begins with the transition from sculpture to painting. painting can capture something of  
the inner life of  its subject and it is entirely appropriate that it should come to the fore as a suitable medium in 
a christianised West. painting is however a transitional stage and is not situated at the end of  the development. 
The highest spiritual content is manifest in poetry. given that the whole romantic stage is the self-transcendence 
of  the artwork, the poetic comes to be situated by hegel at the apotheosis of  this process24. hegel writes:

only as a result of  considering the series of  arts in this way does poetry appear as that particular art 
in which art itself  begins at the same time to dissolve and acquire in the eyes of  philosophy its point 
of  transition to religious pictorial thinking as such, as well as to the prose of  scientific thought. The 
realm of  the beautiful... is bordered on one side by the prose of  finitude and commonplace thinking, 
out of  which art struggles on its way to truth, and on the other side by the higher spheres of  religion 
and philosophy where there is a transition to that apprehension of  the absolute which is still further 
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removed from the sensuous sphere.25 

poetry is therefore, at this highest stage of  the development, in a thoroughly ambiguous position. art itself  
begins to dissolve as it dispenses with its sensuous medium, accessing directly the inner life of  the subject. in 
this way, says hegel: “poetry destroys the fusion of  spiritual inwardness with external existence to an extent that 
begins to be incompatible with the original conception of  art, with the result that poetry runs the risk of  losing 
itself  in a transition from the region of  sense to that of  spirit.”26 

There is no clear dividing line here. poetry can push through to its own dissolution. it must, in a sense, experience 
its own death. What other movement is Mallarmé describing in Igitur? how else are we to understand igitur’s 
final act where he rolls the dice and lies down on the ashes of  his ancestors? Igitur describes this final transition 
and the whole tale constitutes an open syllogism; the act accomplished, and therefore... Mallarmé pushes to the 
extreme the logic of  hegel’s Aesthetics and does so in the form of  art itself. This accounts for the crippling and 
contradictory demands of  the Livre as Mallarmé conceives it, and also for its questionable ontological status, its 
quasi-non-existence.27

This reading finds confirmation in Mallarmé’s correspondence (i have quoted below in french the passage that 
i will be commenting on here).28 in a letter to his friend, eugène lefébure, written in May 1867, Mallarmé gave 
an account of  how he understood his work to fit into the historical development of  art. The schema he supplies 
would have undoubtedly been familiar to lefébure, a devoted hegelian. There have been, he claims, two great 
“scintillations” of  Beauty on this earth. The first of  these is the Venus de Milo. in this manifestation Beauty is 
described as “complete and unconscious” and further on he speaks of  the “happiness and eternal tranquillity” 
of  the Venus. We have already seen that for hegel sculpture it the most appropriate form for the manifestation 
of  classical Beauty. in the introduction to his Aesthetics, speaking of  the classical form of  sculpture he says: 
“for through sculpture the spirit should stand before us in blissful tranquillity in its bodily form...”29 and further 
“...we must claim for sculpture that in it the inward and the spiritual come into appearance for the first time 
in their eternal peace and essential self-sufficiency”30. later on, in the main body of  the work, hegel writes: 
“When the classical ideal figure is at its zenith, it is complete in itself, independent, reserved, unreceptive, 
a finished individual which rejects everything else”.31 The characterisation of  classical Beauty is therefore 
strikingly similar between Mallarmé and hegel. But there is more. The second “scintillation” of  Beauty is La 
Joconde, the Mona Lisa. Since christianity, Mallarmé says, Beauty has been “bitten in its heart”; christianity 
constitutes an interruption of  the classical ideal of  Beauty. She is painfully reborn, however, but this time with a 
mysterious smile, in da Vinci’s painting. The correlation with hegel’s history is again striking. Mallarmé echoes 
the sequence of  art-forms moving from sculpture to painting, and he also offers the same explanation for the 
disruption of  the classical ideal - christianity. The romantic art form begins, for hegel, through an external 
intervention in the classical ideal: “...this new material [the content of  romantic art] is not brought to our 
minds by the conceptions of  art but is given to art from outside as an actual happening, as the history of  god 
made flesh.”32 

having given his interpretation of  these two earlier manifestations of  Beauty, Mallarmé now suggests his own 
Oeuvre as a synthesis, an Aufhebung, into a higher more complete manifestation. Beauty can smile again with 
the tranquillity of  the Venus and the mystery of  the Mona Lisa. having passed through the period that separates 
Mallarmé’s oeuvre from the time when the classical ideal was “bitten in its heart”, Beauty has now gained 
the self-consciousness denied to the Venus. in another letter from the period Mallarmé refers to a “supreme 
synthesis”; writing to henri cazalis this time he says that he is slowly recovering strength “après une synthèse 
supreme”33. interestingly in this same letter he refers to a “terrible struggle with an old and malicious plumage” 
which he clarifies as a struggle with god. god, he says, has been “terrassé”. We should not rush to interpret this 
struggle, as we might from a contemporary perspective, as the passage to a secular world, or as a simple loss of  
faith; god has been brought down to earth, not killed off. in Hérodiade34, the poem begun in 1864 and which 
instigates the crisis under discussion here, Mallarmé has hérodiade cry to her nursemaid to close the shutters 
and block out the sky because she hates the “bel azur”35. Mallarmé’s terrible struggle is with transcendence. 
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his supreme synthesis, the achievement of  a poetic absolute, corresponds very precisely to what was referred 
to above as the hegelian moment; the unconscious ideal of  Beauty is alienated from itself  with the advent of  
christianity, to return through a process of  historical development to a triumphant self-consciousness. it has 
been argued in this section that this synthesis is not excluded by hegel’s text but is rather mandated by his 
comments on the poetic form as the self-transcendence or the dissolution of  the art-work at its highest level of  
spiritual development.  

parT ii: MallarMé’S SuNSeT 

All Mallarméan sunsets are moments of  crisis – J. derrida, ‘Mallarmé’

The second half  of  the twentieth century has seen an increase in the critical attention paid to the motif  of  
the sunset in Mallarmé’s poetic production. chapter iV of  richard’s L’Univers imaginaire de Mallarmé is entitled 
‘l’expérience nocturne’ and made some interesting points on this subject, in 1959 gardner davies published 
Mallarmé et le drame solaire, in which he set out the case that Mallarmé’s poetry returns with an extraordinary 
frequency to this motif  and, in 1988, Bertrand Marchal argued in La Religion de Mallarmé that the sunset should 
be viewed as the key to a comprehension of  Mallarmé’s project. To begin with the sunset seems to confirm a 
hegelian comprehension of  his aesthetic. This is the reading richard puts forward in ‘l’expérience nocturne’. 
With the sunset, richard says, “we attend a death... in the spectacle of  the Mallarméan evening, the catastrophe 
is the equivalent of  an apotheosis.”36 The sunset is the ‘death of  god’ in the hegelian sense of  a death of  
transcendence as it was examined in the previous section. The poetic ‘dream’ of  the azure is extinguished 
here. The azure, richard argues has always “...laid claim to the passage beyond the window... setting up... the 
existence of  an elsewhere”, and the “vesperal ruination brings an end to all these dreams”. in the concluding 
paragraph of  the last section it was noted that Mallarmé’s “synthesis” implied a self-consciousness which was 
impossible for the classical ideal of  the Venus; the coming of  the night adds, richard argues, a tain to the window 
and whereas the day permits an undisrupted view onto the azure, the coming of  the night reflects the subject 
back on himself; the vanishing light implies a reflexive turn onto the subject and a consciousness of  self. 

Mallarmé’s experience is, however, troubling. The triumphant achievement of  a new self-conscious Beauty is 
moderated by a “crushing/overwhelming thought”37. The work on Hérodiade may be exhilarating for the artist 
but the same work confronts him with two abysses. The first of  these abysses is properly speaking disastrous38 
and it even makes him abandon his work for a time. The disappearance of  the azure is the disappearance of  
a transcendent measure of  value39. Mallarmé is confronted with “le Néant”, nothingness; a supplementary 
‘nothing’ which is neither inside nor outside the saturated field of  the absolute40. With this realisation we 
encounter the modernist break which was so insistently interrogated in the writings of  Blanchot. Mallarmé 
realises41 that Beauty cannot be referred to a value exterior to the text he writes and it is precisely here that 
Blanchot follows the movement of  a turn inwards. “Why...,” he asks in The Space of  Literature:

...at the moment when through the force of  the times art disappears, does it appear for the first 
time as a search in which something essential is at stake, where what counts is no longer the artist or 
active labour or any of  the values upon which the world is built or even any of  the other values upon 
which formerly the beyond opened? and why is this search nonetheless precise, rigorous, bent upon 
culminating in a work, in a work which is, and nothing more?42

“literature, here, undergoes an exquisite, fundamental, crisis.”43 Mallarmé’s ‘crisis’, initiated in the writing 
of  the Scéne of  Hérodiade, is absolutely a ‘crise de vers’. in his short text Mallarmé44, written for the Tableau de la 
literature française45, derrida’s essay is organised around this Mallarméan crisis. it is, he says, a crisis of  criticism: 
“...which will always use judgement to decide (krinein) on value and meaning, to distinguish between what is and 
what is not, what has value and what has not, the true and the false, the beautiful and the ugly, all signification 
and its opposite.”46
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The displacement of  value is a crisis moment for criticism. criticism, derrida argues, has always presumed that 
it is in a position to recover the meaning of  a text, that is to say that in the last instance it has been determined 
philosophically according to a value of  determinable meaning. The assumption of  a transcendent measure 
of  value into the imminence of  the text produces an extremely disorientating effect. Mallarmé’s text operates 
a kind of  decapitation.47 The Néant which Mallarmé discovers in this movement is an ‘extra-nothing’ which 
unsettles his project: “This extra nothing, this nothing the more, or more the less, exposes the order of  meaning 
(of  that which is), even polysemous meaning, to the disconcerting law of  dissemination. it gives place, out of  the 
protocol of  “literary” practice, to a new problematic of  meaning and being.”48 

This “extra nothing” is therefore what opens the text of  dissemination. But this only happens at the extreme 
limit, at the closure of  the philosophical/metaphysical (hegelian) book. This is why derrida says in ‘outwork’ 
that ‘Mallarmé’s Book issues from The Book.’49 criticism is thrown into crisis because it can no longer continue, 
according to the regulation of  philosophy, to presume a plenitude of  meaning which it would be possible to 
recover. from here on the Mallarméan text will be constrained to interrogate and re-mark the space of  its 
own generation of  meaning (for example the fold or the blank). if  criticism attempts to reduce these re-marks to 
themes which can be comprehended within a horizon of  sense, then it has profoundly missed the radical gesture 
of  Mallarmé’s text, and this is precisely the accusation which, in the passage already quoted, derrida levels 
at richard: “Such a stopping of  the works subsume “Mimique” within a philosophical or critical (platonico-
hegelian) interpretation of  mimesis. it would be incapable of  accounting for that excess of  syntax over meaning 
(doubled by the excess of  the “entre” over the opposition syntactic/semantic); that is for the remarking of  
textuality.”50

in Mallarmé, derrida hastens to add that this crisis of  criticism is also, equally, a crisis of  rhetoric “which arms 
criticism with an entire hidden philosophy. a philosophy of  meaning, of  the word, of  the name.”51 in the discussion 
of  the metaphysical concept of  metaphor in the introduction we saw that derrida notes that for aristotle 
metaphor operates as a transfer of  semantic plenitudes and that it excludes what derrida refers to as articulations 
or the syntactic elements of  a text. Now, Mallarmé’s text is obsessed by its own articulation; if  “the word... is no 
longer the primary element of  language” here, then, derrida argues, the consequences are “far reaching”. The 
difference between two terms is irreducible to the notion of  a semantic plenitude; modern linguistics has even 
shown that it is constitutive of  the meanings of  those terms. it is therefore meaningless to speak of  the meaning 
of  a differential articulation. Taking the example of  the sign blanc in Mallarmé’s text, derrida writes:

‘... the sign blanc (“white,”, “blank,” “space”), with all that is associated with it from one thing to the 
next, is a huge reservoir of  meaning (snow, cold, death, marble, etc.; swan, wing, fan, etc.; virginity, 
purity, hymen.; page, canvas, veil, gauze, milk, semen, Milky Way, star, etc.). it permeates Mallarmé’s 
entire text, as if  by symbolic magnetism. and yet, the whites also mark, through the intermediary 
of  the white page, the place of  the writing of  these “whites”; and first of  all the spacing between 
the different significations (that of  white among others), the spacing of  reading. “The ‘whites’ indeed, 
assume primary importance” (Un coup de dés, OC p.455). The white of  the spacing has no determinate 
meaning, it does not simply belong to the plurivalence of  all the other whites. More than or less than 
the polysemic series, a loss or an excess of  meaning, it folds up the text towards itself, and at each 
moment points out the place (where “nothing will have taken place except the place” [Un coup de dés, 
OC 474-75]), the condition, the labor, the rhythm.52

in the earlier text of  Dissemination, derrida commented specifically on the consequences of  the re-mark of  the 
blanc for the concept of  metaphor:

The dissemination of  the whites (not the dissemination of  whiteness) produces a tropological structure 
that circulates infinitely around itself  through the incessant supplement of  an extra turn: there is 
more/no more metaphor, more/no more metonymy [plus de métaphore plus de métonymie – translation 
modified]. Since everything becomes metaphorical, there is no longer any literal meaning and, hence, 
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no longer any metaphor either.”53

Mallarmé’s ‘synthesis’, we saw, displaces a transcendent measure of  value into the immanence of  the text, and 
this movement draws the text into an interrogation of  its own genesis. We might credit the writings of  Blanchot 
with being the first place that criticism began to take notice of  this strange obsession of  the modern ‘literary’ 
text. it is in derrida’s work, however, that the consequences of  this movement for the philosophical tradition of  
the West begin to be articulated. The crisis of  criticism is also a crisis of  rhetoric. for derrida, the occident54 is 
in the process of  negotiating its end and Mallarmé’s text is an ‘irreducible’ reference here. The crisis of  rhetoric 
takes place at sunset but the sunset in Mallarmé’s text is no longer strictly speaking a metaphor. it can’t be, and 
this is the radical implication of  derrida’s discourse on metaphor. how can you speak through metaphor of  the 
closure of  a historical epoch in which metaphor itself  is inscribed as a concept, without, in the same gesture, 
making that concept shake. So, where Bertrand Marchal speaks in his book La Religion de Mallarmé of  a “tragedy 
of  nature” or a “solar catastrophe” which is the “historical accomplishment of  that which the renaissance 
inaugurated”55, derrida, on the same limit, speaks of  a catastrophe56 affecting the concept of  metaphor itself. 
derrida’s text is not contradicted by Marchal’s thesis but it gets caught up on an issue which Marchal tends 
to elide; while the issue of  metaphor does receive some attention in La Religion de Mallarmé58 it is certainly not 
treated in the same searching way as it is in Dissemination and ‘White Mythology’. 

in the same way the value of  ‘nature’ is always upheld by Marchal, even when ‘nature’ is rediscovered beyond 
the closure of  a historical epoch as “...that which presents, in its symbolic dimension, the most fundamental 
psychic reality of  man, the elementary syntax of  the human soul”59. What is nature here when Mallarmé re-
discovers in the sunset the mythic structures of  the human imagination, buried in “... the most obscure layers of  
the spirit, at a depth where history has no hold”, structures which are “masked” in society so as to “...privilege 
the only historic dimension of  man identified with reason”60? in short, the same goes for the concept of  ‘nature’ 
as for metaphor. if  nature is being referred to a depth at which a history of  reason ‘has no hold’ then it is being 
re-considered beyond its inscription as a metaphysical concept in a history of  reason61. i mention this at the end 
of  this section because in derrida’s reading of  the sunset in ‘White Mythology’, the subject of  the last section 
of  this essay, the gesture with which he generalises the concept of  metaphor also infinitely problematises the 
value of  the ‘natural’. 

parT iii: The SuNSeT iN ‘WhiTe MyThology’

The Western tradition of  philosophy was, for derrida, inaugurated in the writings of  plato. in ‘plato’s 
pharmacy’, for example, he refers to “platonism” which “sets up Western metaphysics in its conceptuality”62. 
in plato’s Republic we find, in the Simile of  the Sun, a powerful articulation of  the analogy between the sensible 
sun which allows us to see objects, and the good which allows us to achieve an intelligible understanding of  the 
objects of  thought. The good permits us to perceive the objects of  thought in the same way as the sun permits 
us to perceive sensible objects, but as well as this, it engenders those same objects: “The good therefore may 
be said to be the source not only of  the intelligibility of  the objects of  knowledge, but also of  their being and 
reality; yet it is not itself  that reality, but beyond it and superior to it in dignity and power.”63

glaucon responds to Socrates here, to the general amusement of  those gathered round, that “it must be 
miraculously transcendent”. So, the good is a transcendent measure of  value which will orientate ‘[a]nyone 
who is going to act rationally either in public or private life’. The path of  the philosopher will lead him towards 
the good and in the end he will be able to “look directly at the sun itself, and gaze at it without using reflections 
in water or any other medium, but as it is in itself.”64 Socrates announces here the desire of  philosophy to 
contemplate the good directly, without recourse to reflection. This would constitute the disappearance of  
metaphor in the direct contemplation of  the ground of  truth. it would be the disappearance of  the metaphor 
of  the sun; a philosophical sunset.65 

for derrida the analogy of  the sun is not simply an analogy, the light of  the sun constitutes the very “ether” of  
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philosophical thought. The passage of  the sun towards its setting in the West and the consentaneous rising of  a 
Sun of  self-consciousness which hegel speaks of  in the quotation from the Lectures on the history of  Philosophy given 
above is not simply a metaphor that the author hegel chose to use. To contemplate the source of  the light is a 
philosophical dream which has traversed the history of  philosophy from plato to hegel. “doubtless”, derrida 
says, “hegel’s idea... is not plato’s idea; doubtless the effects of  the system are irreducible and must be read 
as such. But the word Idea is not an arbitrary X, and it bears a traditional burden that continues plato’s system 
into hegel’s system”66 it is not sufficient, however, to point to the etymology of  the word Idea (from the greek 
eido, to see) to reveal a metaphorical origin. again, metaphor belongs to that system as one of  its philosophemes 
and cannot be mobilised unproblematically to explain the origin of  the system, it is “derivative of  the discourse 
it would allegedly dominate”.67 The recourse to etymology is therefore reliant on a concept which is produced 
within the system. 

derrida’s strategy is different. he seeks to demonstrate that the philosophical concept of  metaphor is sustained 
by the opposition of  the proper and the metaphorical, that metaphor is understood by philosophy as a detour 
on the way towards the re-appropriation of  a proper ground of  truth. in this philosophical sunset metaphor 
destroys itself. on the same limit, however, derrida argues that another destruction takes place. This time the 
turn of  the sun does not close down the metaphysical project on a proper ground but dislocates that ground by 
showing it to be already metaphorical. This gesture radically problematises the concept of  metaphor because 
it re-inscribes it beyond the opposition which has sustained it in the tradition. This generalisation takes place 
through a reading of  the sunset.

derrida refers here to the aristotelian inscription of  metaphor in the text of  philosophy. This is a privileged 
moment because although aristotle “invented neither the word nor the concept of  metaphor... he seems to have 
proposed the first situating of  it, which... has been retained as such with the most powerful historical effects”. in 
the first of  the two chapters of  ‘White Mythology’ dealing with aristotle derrida analyses how the concept of  
metaphor, as aristotle inscribes it, excludes what we have been referring to as articulations, the syntactic elements 
of  a text, and considers only the nominisable, or elements which constitute a semantic plenitude. only these 
latter are suitable for metaphoric transfer. for derrida, this is indicative of  the philosophical assumption that a 
word can have a unique meaning or at least a finite number of  meanings. The word is the primary element of  
language and, as the transfer these semantic plenitudes, metaphor operates in the service of  meaning. it does 
not trouble the potential recovery of  full meaning; it works for it. ultimately this would lead to the philosophical 
destruction of  metaphor as it effaces itself  in the movement of  idealisation. derrida notices, however, a problem 
in aristotle’s discourse. in the second of  the chapters dealing with aristotle, he quotes from the Topics I:

every object of  sensation, when it passes outside the range of  sensation, becomes obscure; for it is not 
clear whether it still exists, because it is comprehended only by sensation. This will be true of  such 
attributes as do not necessarily and always attend upon the subject. for example, he who has stated 
that it is a property of  the sun to be ‘the brightest star that moves above the earth’ has employed in 
the property something of  a kind which is comprehensible only by sensation, namely ‘moving above 
the earth’; and so the property of  the sun would not have been correctly assigned, for it will not be 
manifest, when the sun sets, whether it is still moving above the earth, because sensation fails us.68

derrida draws two consequences from this. firstly, heliotropic metaphors are always imperfect metaphors. 
Because the sensory sun cannot be known in what is proper to it, because it disappears from view, it cannot 
provide enough knowledge for a full re-appropriation of  meaning. “every metaphor which implies the sun (as 
tenor or vehicle) does not bring clear and certain knowledge”.69  The sun produces bad metaphors because it is 
improperly known. This would not be problematic in itself  (there can be bad metaphors) if  it were not for the 
fact that the sun is not just one metaphor among others. “The sun”, says derrida:

does not just provide an example, even if  the most remarkable one, of  sensory Being such that 
it can always disappear, keep out of  sight, not be present. The very opposition of  appearing and 
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disappearing, the entire lexicon of  the phainesthai, of  aletheia, etc., of  day and night, of  the visible and 
the invisible of  the present and the absent – all this is possible only under the sun.

The sun “structures the metaphorical space of  philosophy” and in this respect it “represents what is natural in 
philosophical language”. if  philosophy implies a movement towards the intelligible perception of  truth then 
this sunset is a catastrophic70 event. it introduces an irreducible loss, an “extra nothing”, into an economy which 
has always been predicated on a return in full; it opens the passage to a general economy. This catastrophic 
inversion leads to the second consequence:

Something has been inverted in our discourse. above we said that the sun is the unique, irreplaceable, 
natural referent, around which everything must turn, toward which everything must turn. Now, 
following the same route, however, we must reverse the proposition: the literally, properly named 
sun, the sensory sun, does not furnish poor knowledge solely because it furnishes poor metaphors, 
it is itself  solely metaphorical. Since as aristotle tells us, we can no longer be certain of  its sensory 
characteristics as of  its “properties”, the sun is never properly present in discourse. each time that 
there is a metaphor, there is doubtless a sun somewhere; but each time that there is a sun, metaphor 
has begun.

The consequence of  this, for derrida, is that the natural light of  philosophy is not natural. There is no sensory 
sun which has not already been affected by metaphor. The sun cannot furnish for philosophy a ground of  
truth because the same movement that sets up the metaphorical space of  philosophy (“The very opposition 
of  appearing and disappearing, the entire lexicon of  the phainesthai, of  aletheia, etc., of  day and night, of  the 
visible and the invisible of  the present and the absent”), the sunset, also assures its (the sun’s) non-propriety, its 
metaphoricity (now no longer understood within the philosophical horizon). So derrida continues: “if  the sun 
is metaphorical always, already, it is no longer completely natural. it is always, already a luster, a chandelier, 
one might say an artificial construction if  one could still give credence to this signification when nature has 
disappeared. for if  the sun is no longer completely natural, what in nature does remain natural?”

in the french text of  the essay the second sentence of  the above quotation reads: “il est déjà toujours un 
lustre, on dirait une construction artificielle si l’on pouvait encore accréditer cette signification quand la nature a 
disparu.” The presence of  the word ‘lustre’ here is striking. it is a word which has appeared before in derrida’s 
work, in readings of  Mallarmé, notably at the beginning of  the first essay of  ‘The double Session’. in a 
preliminary note derrida asks when describing the scene of  the first delivery of  the text at a session of  the Group 
d’Etudes théoriques: “is it pointless to add ... that the room was lighted by a sumptuous, old fashioned lustre?”71 
a lustre hangs therefore over his discussion of  Mallarmé. This is no accident, and a couple of  pages later we 
read: “The title will thus remain suspended, in suspension, up in the air, but glittering like a theatre lustre of  
which the multiplicity of  facets... can never be counted or reduced”. The lustre stands in for the title, represents 
the suspended title. in the same passage the ‘title’ is associated with “the head, or the capital...” and in ‘plato’s 
pharmacy’ the ‘capital’ is associated with the father of  the logos precisely in a discussion of  the good in plato’s 
text: “The figure of  the father, of  course is also that of  the good (agathon). logos represents what it is indebted to: 
the father who is also chief, capital, and good(s). or rather the chief, the capital, the good(s). Pater in greek means 
all three at once.”72

following this chain around derrida’s text we can begin to glimpse that the lustre is no throw away reference 
here. it is not even simply an oblique reference to Mallarmé’s work. it provides the (non-natural) light of  
dissemination. Through a series of  textual referrals it brings us back to the stakes of  ‘White Mythology’. The 
sunset is also the decapitation of  the text: “What ruins the “pious capital letter” of  the title and works towards the 
decapitation or ungluing of  the text is the regular intervention of  the blanks, the ordered return of  the white 
spaces, the measure and order of  dissemination, the law of  spacing...”73
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coNcluSioN

This essay has attempted to do two things. firstly, to show that, despite scant reference to Mallarmé in ‘White 
Mythology’, his writings in fact play a crucial role in derrida’s discussion of  metaphor. Secondly, i have 
attempted to show why it is that Mallarmé’s text has been able to play this role. it was argued that Mallarmé’s 
“supreme synthesis” displaces a transcendent measure of  value, the “bel azur”, into the immanence of  text. 
This gesture initiates a crisis, a ‘crise de vers’, which is both a crisis of  criticism and a crisis of  rhetoric. Mallarmé 
discovers an “extra nothing” which cannot be incorporated in the saturated field of  the absolute and which, for 
derrida, opens the text of  dissemination.  The sunset was shown to play a complicated role here as it is both the 
closure of  the restricted economy and the opening of  the general economy of  metaphorics. 

at the end of  the final section i followed a chain of  referral from the evocation of  the lustre in ‘White Mythology’ 
through other texts of  derrida’s, published in Dissemination, to suggest that the issue of  the sunset is indissociable 
from the issue of  the decapitation of  the text. it is a sovereign operation, an operation on the sovereign, which, 
cutting off  the King’s head, doing away with god’s representative, does away with transcendence. Mallarmé’s 
text is revolutionary in the banal sense in which this word is often used, but it also belongs to the revolution. 
for hegel, the revolution was the passage to the modern state, the ideal of  plato’s republic is actualised in the 
concrete circumstances of  World history. This movement is catastrophic in the two senses of  the word given 
in a footnote above. on the one hand, it is “the change or revolution which produces the conclusion or final 
event”, and on the other it is “an event producing a subversion of  the order or system of  things”. There are, 
then, two sunsets and two catastrophes. This, Nancy says, is where we are:

...we can now clarify what we said earlier: ... the world-becoming (detheologization) displaces value 
– makes it immanent... and this displacement is not a transposition, a “secularisation” of  the onto-
theological or metaphysical-christian scheme: it is rather, its deconstruction and emptying out, and it 
opens onto another space – of  place and of  risk – which we have just begun to enter.74
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